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for the questions.

Answer My fue questions.

l. (a) What are the unique sdvantsges of object
oriented programming ? 3

(b) Distinguish between the following terms :

(D Objects and class

(ii) Data abstniction and data encap
sulation. 2x3=6

(c) Compare object oriented language
procedure oriented language.

2. (a) Write a program in C+| to input a number
and print its square if it is wen and cube

)

[Tum over

and
5

if it is odd.



O) Differentiate between :

(i) While and do while looP

(ii) New and delete.

(c) How much space will the following array

take in the memory ? 3

(i) float a [3] [6];
(ii) int x [3];

3. (a) Write the difference between slass and
stnrcture. 3

O) Write a C++ program to addtwo lenglh (6m
50 cm) and (7m 60 cm).

(c) Distinguish among pubtic, Private
protected access.

4. (a) Write a class difference for a student- his
roll number, neme, marks in five subjects

arc to be storcd. Add adequate ftnctions to
inpuq display data and also to calculate
av€rage marks ofthe student

(b) Explain with exalrple the concept
fimction overloading.

3x24

and
4

6

of
4

(c) Write the charac'tetistics of construction and

destruction. 4
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5. (a) What is the syntax of operator function in
operator overloading ?

(b) Write the advantages of operator
loading.

(c) What are the implications of using private'

public and protected access specifier for
declaring class members for a base class ?

(d) Write a C# program to define a class

student and inherit class total marks and

display from it. 6

4

over-
J

6. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

What is friend function ? 2

Explain how two classes can be made

friends. 3

Write about'this' pointer in brief. 3

Define pure virtual function. 2

What is template ? Distinguish between a

class template and firnction templete.
l+3=4
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